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What is Administrative Law? 
 Supervision & correction of the executive 

A central component of the law about ‘government’. 

Administrative Law provides us with the principles and procedures by which the executive government 

is challenged and supervised: 

 

 it defines the responsibilities of executive decision-makers 

 it provides avenues of challenge for aggrieved persons and bodies. 

 

Constitutional law focuses on the validity of legislation - but administrative law focuses on the validity 

and appropriateness of executive action taken under legislation (or under other powers) - especially 

insofar as that action affects rights and interests. 

 Origins in the notion of ‘judicial review’ 

Administrative Law has its origins in the common law notion of ‘judicial review’ (upper court supervising 

inferior courts) – a critical application of the ‘rule of law’: the government must have legal warrant for 

what it does (power) and must do it in the legally correct manner (process). There is 2 aspect to 

Judicial Review (Power and Process). What the court do; they not only make sure government has 

power of what they do but they want to make sure they do it in the right way (power and process). 

(Could you do it and did you do it in the right way). 

 The core components: Today, Administrative Law extends well beyond ‘judicial review’ – so what are 

the core contemporary components? 
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First Exception 
There could be an express power to delegate. This will validate the delegation provided 1- the ‘delegation’ has 

been properly set up and 2- is the action of the delegate within the scope of delegation eg: 

Southlink v Workcover Corp SA concerned the imposing of penalty levies and that was held beyond the scope 
of delegation 

Second Exception 
There may be an implied power to delegate.  This will depends partly on the nature of the power. This presumption 

is strongest in cases in quasi-judicial type powers or quasi legislative type powers. The presumption is at its 

weakest in administrative types of power particularly, routine non-discretionary ones. 

The other factors that the court will look at to find implied power, the subject matter of the power, the identity of 

the players in question (the court will see if the power change forms if it was passed down the line), and the form 

that the power would take in their respective hands. 

Third Exception 
Third possibility is the concept of ‘agency’ or ‘alter ego’ most commonly is Carltona principle. (it started in the 

ministerial offices but the in Reilly case that a deputy taxation commissioner will benefit from principle as well. 

Mostly minsters but senior and upper level of executives) 

Carltona: This is the idea that public officials may be to act through an agent. It is the idea that simple necessity 
requires some passing down of huge load that these decision makers carry.  

In terms of whether it is going to be allowable in particular case, court will look at the context closely. It seems 

that the acceptability of this process (passing down) depends upon the nature, score and purpose of the function 

making it unlikely that parliament intended to be exercised personally by the person who gave it to. 

O'Reilly (1983) – It started in Caltorna with ministerial offices but the in Reilly case that a deputy taxation 
commissioner will benefit from principle as well. Mostly minsters but senior and upper level of executives 

* Peko Wallsend (1986)– (the most important case) the court noted that the power in question which was 
effectively the power to grant land rights was far too important to be delegated to an agent. That was an 
unsuccessful attempt to rely on Catorna. 

*NSW Aboriginal Land Council (2014) – (contemporary example) – that ministerial power to exclude land from 
land rights claims, had to be exercised personally. (That was a high power that could not be exercised lower) 

Crown Lands Act (the Nelson Bay Claim) [2014] NSWCA 377 (esp at [23]ff) 

So who might be the ‘players’ in a particular case (for the court to sort out!): 

 The ‘principal’ 

 A ‘delegate’ (properly so called – such a person is acting independently and in their own name) 

 An ‘agent’ (caltorna idea- this is allowable if practically necessity requires it – the agent makes the decision 
on behalf of the principle and in the principle name and not in their own right) 

 An ‘administrative assistant’ (the problem is to draw a line how much they can do) 
 

And for an example of where it all went too far: 

Pattenden [2008] : (there was a commissioner of taxation who was principle in this case. They formally appointed a 
delegate. The delegate had underneath them a Caltorna agent making decisions on their behalf (relying on Catorna idea). 
The parties accepted that was ok. Underneath the Caltorna agent there was a lot of unauthorized subordinated doing things. 

The court said too much worked passed down the level. 

Relevant/Irrelevant considerations  

(second favourite for lecturer and second biggest after NJ) 
ADJR Act, s 5(2)(a),(b) 

       (a)  taking an irrelevant consideration into account in the exercise of a power;  

                     (b)  failing to take a relevant consideration into account in the exercise of a power 

JRA, s 20(2)(e) and s 23(a)-(b) 
 
This is the second most important ground (or pair of grounds) after natural justice.   
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The essential principle is that a decision will be unlawful if the decision-maker fails to take account of ‘relevant 
considerations’, or takes into account ‘irrelevant considerations’.  This can be a complex issue, and errors can be 
made at high levels! 

First, consider an old example: 

Padfield v Minister of Agriculture(1998) the minister had taken into account irrelevant consideration in seeking to avoid 

political embarrassments. 
 

But most importantly, look closely at the major decision on this topic: 

*** Peko-Wallsend Ltd (1986)** – (it was involving the statutory land right, statute require that upon the lodgement of land 

right claim, a commissioner will conduct a hearing to determine if the claimant were the traditional owners. If yes the 

commissioner was to recommend a grant, but they were to include in their report a comment on any possible detriment to 

third parties.(for eg the effect on mining companies). The minister in turn if satisfy they should recommend to the governor 

general. In this case what went wrong was the commissioner reported to the minister recommending a grant. Only at that 

stage the mining company, Peko, wrote to the minister to advise them that they actually had a big uranium deposit in the 

area. That information was not provided to the commissioner. Because of the commercial sensitivity, they did not report to 

the commissioner. Then there was a series of ministerial changes after this and unlimitedly the minister who made the 

decision was not even aware of that extra information of the mining company. Peko said there was a failure to consider a 

relevant consideration namely the extent of detriment to Peko.) 

Note particularly Mason J’s careful formulation of the approach to be taken here: 

1. Was the decision-maker ‘bound’ to consider (or not consider) the matter in issue? (Failure to 
consider something that the decision maker was bound to consider and the matter for irrelevancy for the 
matter you are bound not to consider). Mason said there are 3 bands of consideration before a decision 
maker makes a decision. 1. The top band are the things that they are bound to consider 2. Second 
band things that you may consider but it is not an error if you don’t (you are not bound). 3- There are 
things that you are bound NOT to consider. Therefore the court has to decide that fact that your are 
challenging falls into which band (1,2 or 3). For eg the court says it is in the middle band  
 

2. This is to be determined by statutory construction (Express? Implied?) -it is all the process of 
statutory construction. So if you are lucky the statute might expressly list all the relevant consideration. 
The question then becomes is that list exhaustive or inclusive. (is it a list that the language suggest 
there might be more to be added or is it a clearly complete list). If the statute is silent or it gives you 
inclusive list, we will figure out what factors must be considered or must not consider and it depends 
upon implication from the subject matter and the scope and purpose of the act. 
*it might not be decision maker ignorance, it might be the matter of t misinterpretation of status of what 
has to be considered and what has not. 
 

3. Was the error ‘material’? not every error here would suffice. For eg, the factor may be so insignificant 
that failure to consider would have materially affected the decision. In short if the failure could not have 
materially affected the decision, it does not count. 

Eg Lansen v MEH [2008] – (about environmental approval and minister looked at the wrong set of factors to 

consider but the government said it is so similar to the right ones that it is immaterial) Court said it could have 

been material. There is enough that it would have possibly affected and yes it was material there is 

possibility that the decision might have been different. Court applied the Mason 3rd rule and they said 

the consideration that is shown that is missed here was such that the failure could possibly affected the 

decision.  

 

4. Bear steadily in mind here the limited role of judicial review – don’t reassess ‘weight’ – in this 
respect the court’s function in Judicial Review is not to substitute its own decision. It’s just check that 
the legality is right. In this regard what this means it is not for the court to revisit the weight given to the 
particular consideration (sometimes it’s called tick a box ground). Subject to 2 exception to that 
principle: 1- very occasionally an statute may require you to put weight on a particular factor 2. It is 
sometimes the weighting on different consideration was so unreasonable that it stumbles into another 
ground altogether which is called unreasonableness. (so Mason said don’t go to weight unless these 2 
situation applies, I don’t care how deeply you considered it as long as you considered it is fine). 

For a while there was some threat to this 4th rule because some of lower judges for period started to 

super impose an extra requirements and the phrase that they usually used ‘the decision maker must 

give proper and genuine and realistic consideration to the factors’ 

But: Carcione [2005] – an example of this happening 
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Cf however:  

Anderson v DG Dept Env & Climate [2008] – (it was knocked back in this case, involve the consent to develop 

over the top of aboriginal artifacts argument was that inter generational equity had been considered). The court 

looked at proper genuine realistic approach and they did not like it. They said we will just stick with the 

word considered. Have you considered and that is it. (don’t use the fancy wording genuine realistic just 

use ‘considered’). As soon to get into details you go into merits review. 

*Swift [2010] – that was very much the tone in this case as well. Made a very important additional point 

that those words ‘proper, genuine and realistic’ is another admin law context and the court thought that 

it does not translate well and get it out of here and put it where it belongs (in another ground). Basten J 

said if you leave it here you will go into merits review very quickly. 

MIC v SZJSS [2010] HCA – Swift was approved in HC  in this case 

 

So Mason 4th rule remains solid despite all these 

 

5. If the decision-maker is a minister – make due allowance for broader policy considerations.  

(Because most ministerial decision will involve broader policy. Don’t get too happy with this ground if 
you are dealing with a minister) 

How Mason applies those rules to the fact: he said there really two issues to decide a case before me:  

First was the minister bound to consider the commissioner original comments on detriment? He said: 
Absolutely; scope, subject matter, purpose. It was not express but clearly the minister had to consider those 
comments. Why the commissioner had put them in? Yes they have to consider the original comments on 
detriment 

Second: what about the update? They have to be considered and he said YES the update had to be 
considered. It was mandatory relevant consideration. It was in the first band (bound). He said usually the 
government has to have the most recent up to date consideration. Usually and the case here you should have 
considered the most recent and accurate version that they have in hand. So it was a breach of the ground. 

Consider some interesting issues at the fringes of these grounds: 

 Don’t confuse this with factual correctness! (just because the decision maker disagrees with you in a 
matter it does not mean that they failed to consider it – so if the decision maker made it wrong about 
the facts but that does not meant that they took into account irrelevant consideration. Just because it 
is wrong it does not mean it is irrelevant consideration. it is not on this ground. It is just did you 
consider what you were supposed to consider) – it is not about weight and factual correctness. 
 

 Can particular pieces of evidence be ‘factors’ or ‘considerations’? (can this ground apply to a single 
piece of evidence as opposed to a factor or consideration)  

Applicant A169 – the idea that can you apply this ground to specific evidence as opposed to general 

factors generally as a matter of general instinct the judicial review court don’t like fact findings 

because it goes into merits. It will resist an approach that involves scrutinizing every piece single of 

evidence. 

 

 

 Note the difficulties of proof:  
What would be idea that if the decision maker said that it did not consider X. it usually factor that it 
would not be mentioned in the reasons. We have been told a number of time including in Applicant 
A169 that a non-mentioned something doesn’t necessarily mean that it was not considered. 

Applicant A169 it was not mentioned that the attacks was frequent in the person’s home country (migration 

case) the court said No you have not satisfied us because the whole context was clear that the 

tribunal was very well aware of violence in that country.  
 

In other word the courts are slow to infer a matter was not considered just because it was not 

mentioned in the reasons. 

Reece v Webber 

Elwood [2007] - it is hard to prove that something irrelevant factors has been considered if it is not 

mentioned in the reasons 
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But….MIBP v SZSRS (2014) :sometimes an inference will be possible because it is logical after 

careful consideration. 

Cf (from the High Court) MIC v SZGUR [2011] HCA  

 

Some other points from Mason: 

1- Is there an obligation to be detailed or proactive? (Whether the minister should be actively fact 
finding or do they only required what had been given to them). 
Mason said the minister in this context only what has been given to them. And the minister was 
not required to go looking for more information 

2- Be aware that what the minister has they include things that they constructively have. That they 
have actually have on their desk (was the letter sent to the department? There was no doubt that 
it was sent but he never got it) 
That there was no doubt that Peko sent the letter to the Department and somebody received it. 
So Mason said anything that your department receive then it means that you receive it. You 
cannot say I never saw that letter and get away with it. (Constructive knowledge) so if it was sent 
to your department you are deemed to know about it 

3-   the lawyer of minister said it was received but we did not read out agent read it (catorna). The 
court said it was not something that can be passed down the line. You should have read it 
personally 

Require details consideration 

*Foster (2000) HC – The court held if your argument is really that a matter is not considered in 

enough detail you need to show that something is in statute that requires that detail. They said 

here it is NO as nothing in the statute suggest that you are supposed to go and investigate the 

UK criminal justice system so foster lost that one. 

Whether there was a duty to inquire? 1- It depends on the decision maker if it is an 

investigator then yes and if it is a minister then no.  

SZIAI [2009] HCA  - Is there ever a duty to inquire by decision maker beyond what has been 

given to them. The HC told us that it may be possible that a failure to make an obvious and easy 

inquiry about a really critical fact or matter may mean that you completely fail to do what you 

were supposed to do. The court called it constructive failure to exercise jurisdiction.   
 

Improper purpose 

ADJR Act, s 5(2)(c) 

JRA, s 20(2)(e) and s 23(c) 

The essential principle is that a discretionary decision making power must not be exercised for a purpose other 
than that for which it was conferred.  Once again, this error can be difficult to establish. 

This ground is, in some respects an extension of the notion of ‘irrelevant considerations’.   

Logically, it might first be appropriate to identify the proper purposes of a power: 

The proper purpose might be express in the statute 
Eg Municipal Council of Sydney v Campbell [1925] (the council was authorised to resume land for the purposes of 

improving or remodelling or widening a public way. That was spelled out in the statue that you can resume land for this 

purpose. This particular time the council had resume extra land to sell it once it finished the work). That was against 

express purpose 

 

Implied purpose?  

There is no express purpose and the court needs to apply implied purpose 

Mixnam Properties [1965]  

Marrickville Metro (2010) – (they was both express and implied proper purpose court identified. (local council again, 

special rate was levied was grounded on a large shopping Centre. And large shopping centre improper purpose as you are 

trying to reduce rate on other land owners in the area) The court held even if it was council purpose that was actually 

not unauthorized and was ok. That was quite legitimate purpose to have. 
 

Some basic examples: 
Arthur Yates (1945) – it was held that order made by war time seed controlled committee was invalid for 

improper purpose because its purpose was promoting its own sales 


